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int x = 2 ...
annotated lexical 





int x = 2 ...






    source
Semantic Analysis Stage
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    for each child m of n, from left to right 
    do 
       begin
          evaluate inherited attributes of m;
          dfvisit(m)
       end;





   ListIterator iter;
   AstNode anode;
   Boolean errorFlag;
     
   // don’t process static nodes
   if (isNotEvaluable()) return;
   cs−>currentNode = this;
   inheritedProcess(cs);
   errorFlag = FALSE;
   if (num_sons > 0) {
      for (sons(iter); iter; ++iter) 
      {
 anode = (*iter);
 if (!anode−>isNotEvaluable()) 
 {
            anode−>semanticProcess(cs);
            errorFlag |= anode−>semanticError;
   };
       };
    };
   cs−>currenNode = this;
   
  synthesizeProcess(cs);
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